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About This Content

In Sudden Strike 4: Road to Dunkirk, relive battles leading up to one of the world‘s most daring military rescue missions.
Following the invasion of France in May 1940, the British Expeditionary Force and parts of the French Army had retreated to

Dunkirk and awaited evacuation, while German forces had been closing in to crush them.
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Title: Sudden Strike 4 - Road to Dunkirk
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Kite Games
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: AMD or Intel, 3 GHz Dual-Core or 2.6 GHz Quad-Core

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7850, NVIDIA GeForce 660 series

Storage: 12 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Japanese
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Silly, but brilliant fun. just something different for TS201x players. Every grown man have their inner child inside. Recomend
this! 10\/10 Just for Fun Factor. Jack. No where near as good as limbo, puzzles are not hard, its mostly about spotting a secret
door or getting the timing right when moving.
Game was pretty short as well, ok for \u00a31, but I wouldn't pay \u00a37.. Quick Look: https://youtu.be/xfStI2AHprw

I had a good time with Slap the Fly, although several basic completely issues destroy game balance.

1) Bad level design. The library level is simply a giant square room. The subway is a single subway car. Most of the levels don't
offer many places to hide as insects or interesting gameplay possibilities.

2) Broken weapons? A lot of the weapons given to the human side are inneffective or possibly even broken. Bug zappers and
mouse traps so small it'd be a miracle if anything hit them. A flamethrower that doesn't even seem to work at all.

3) Hardly anyone is online.

That said, when I finally managed to connect up with another player I had a blast! Matches can get quite intense with one player
chasing you down a hallway tossing chairs while you try to hide behind plants. Playing against the AI is no fun so hopefully
more people buy this game and get online.. I FINALLY BEAT THE ADDICTIVE GAME :D. Good game but noone plays
online.. DO. NOT. BUY. THIS. GAME....

srsly... *EDIT* This review was a joke, it was a segment at the end of my video of this game. However my point still stands, the
game is painfully slow, sluggish controls and lacks quality content. It's way overpriced and doesn't run the greatest for the basic
graphics so it needs optimization as well as bug tweaks such as random control bugs. One issue is your player will randomly start
drifting off the one direction while you are going straight forward as well as you often get caught up on random invisible
edges\/walls. There are so many better games for much cheaper such as Wick, Emily Wants To Play, Boogeyman, Welcome To
The Game, Judas and many more.

To the dev, your smirk remark pointed out your desperation for a legit review of your game so here it is. Since this is what you
wanted, I assume you will not delete flag this review to try and make your game look justified for the price.. Very good, worth
the money...a definite "just one more go" title.... True arcade feeling. Best game with mini games right now and devs are really
active. More quality games like this would make VR the best platform ever.. One of the best Megadeth songs were picked for
this pack indeed. Extremely recommended for any type of guitar player.
Either solo or rhythm guitar, you have everything in place: challenge, variety, heaviness and E standard tuning for all songs..
Undead Overlord has some potential to be good fun once some more missions and features are added but right now their is
really not a whole lot to do.

the zombie mechnics are fun and the idea of swarming fortifed locations with an undead horde is compelling and if this game
were to ever feature some from of VS multiplayer with one person as a human and the other as the zombies with a fog of war
system added this could prove to be a fantastic little title.

in its current state i cannot reccomend it but i dont want to give it negative feedback because what i did play of it so far (alpha
1.13) is fun
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Complete waste of money, The game is so bad. This should be one of those free games you see in the microsoft store. Very
polished solid title that should be in every library, for a Tower Defense fan !
Thumbs up !. Play Amateur Surgeon from Adult Swim games. It's free and a lot better than this.. all u need its just click the
alphabet square for 12000 times
and u will get all achievement :)

guys im not even kidding, 12000 times or more or less. 8/10
Not a fan of puzzle games.
If you are, check this one out.. A fun puzzle game with an Indiana Jones-style storyline and cute cast of characters. The
gameplay reminds me of the old Crash Bandicoot games, running over platforms, collecting gems, and trying to get to the end of
the level without dying. An excellent game for the $1.00 I paid for it with a 90% off coupon.. Like C&C but for under $1 (on
sale)
A OK RTS, but again on a bang for the buck basis, a fairly good one.. amazing engine! Well worth the money! I am very
pleased with it. The horn is a default surfliner horn and the bell is from Pan Am engines on the Portland Terminal DLC. If you
want too see what all the passenger cars look like just go onto my profile. This engine runs well and is powerful. Once again i
recommend it!
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